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THE INTRODUCTION OF COLLOQUIAL ON ARIANA GRANDE’S ALBUM: THANK U, NEXT IN LISTENING CLASS

ABSTRACT

Sociolinguistics is one of branches of the linguistics which studies the relationship between language and society. Sociolinguistics also discussed the variation of language that is used in speech community. The appearance of language variety has formed colloquial. Colloquial is one of language styles that is used in informal context and everyday speech. Colloquial expression is purposed to make people easily convey their feeling and show their closeness. This study focused on colloquial found on Ariana Grande’s album: Thank U, Next and the introduction of the findings in listening class.

Two problem statements were projected in this current study, those were; what are types of colloquial words found in Ariana Grande’s songs in Thank U, Next album and how colloquial words are introduced in listening class by using Ariana Grande’s songs. The researcher used descriptive qualitative research design, because in this research there was no treatment like experimental research and there was no huge number of data. The objective approach was applied in this study because it focused on analyzing the colloquial found on Ariana Grande’s songs and introducing the findings in listening class.

The finding result of this research showed that there are 96 colloquies found on Ariana Grande’s songs: Thank U, Next album. The 96 total of the data are classified into 6 types, those are double subject, coinage, compounding, clipping, semantic extension, and pidgin-induced slang. Meanwhile, the result of introducing of colloquial in listening class by using Ariana Grande’s song as the media showed that by using song as the media, it becomes an effective way to increase the students’ interest in learning English.

Key words: Colloquial, sociolinguistics, song, media.
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